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Sappi expands its speciality and packaging paper
capacity and will acquire the speciality paper business of
Cham Paper Group Holding AG (CPG)
On 5th of December Sappi announced that it had signed an
agreement to acquire the speciality paper business of Cham
Paper Group Holding AG (CPG) for CHF146.5 million
(approximately $149 million).
The transaction includes the acquisition of CPG's Carmignano and Condino
Mills in Italy, its digital imaging business located in Cham, Switzerland as
well as all brands and know-how. It will be funded through internal cash
resources. The transaction is conditional on the approval from competition
authorities and it is expected that the acquisition will be completed during
the first calendar quarter of 2018.
The main benefits of the acquisition include:
§ Supports Sappi's diversification strategy and 2020vision to grow in

higher margin growth segments
§ Strengthens Sappi Europe's speciality and packaging papers footprint

and skills; adds 160,000 tons of speciality paper to our capacity
§ Increases Sappi's relevance in speciality papers, opening up new

§
§

§
§

customers and markets to Sappi's existing products and generating
economies of scale and synergies
Gaining greater share-of-wallet with valued brand owners; accelerating
innovation and new product development
Improved near-term profitability and serve as platform for organic
growth and further acquisitions. Will add €183 million of sales and
approximately €20 million of EBITDA before taking into account
synergies
Builds on the investments currently underway to increase speciality
paper capacity at our Somerset, Maastricht and Alfeld Mills
Unlocks the growth potential of the CPG speciality paper business

Berry Wiersum, CEO Sappi Europe stated: “We are very excited about the
possibilities this transaction opens up for Sappi as well as for Cham's
highly respected business. The products and brands which have been
acquired are an excellent complement to our market offering, enabling us
to offer our existing, as well as new customers in Europe, North America
and globally, a broader range of products coupled with excellent customer
service.”
The speciality paper business of CPG will continue to operate separately
and independently from Sappi until clearances from the authorities are
obtained.
Further information can be found at www.sappi.com.
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“

This acquisition further strengthens Sappi’s
speciality paper business both in Europe and
globally by combining Cham’s strong brands and
assets with Sappi’s global reach. This transaction
will increase profitability and unlock the
significant growth and innovation potential
inherent within the speciality paper market. I am
very pleased that we have taken another
signification step towards realizing our Vision2020
goal.
Steve Binnie
Sappi Chief Executive Officer

”

Sappi rebrands
Packaging and Speciality Papers

Sappi introduces a corporate rebranding activity within Sappi Packaging and
Speciality Papers to harmonize global communication across all Sappi divisions
and its worldwide business.
The changes include the design of our logos with a consistent layout of existing
Sappi products and renaming the following Sappi Packaging and Speciality
Papers brands:
Algro Sol to Sol
Parade FS to Parade Face Stock C1S / Parade Face Stock SG
n Parade Prima to Parade Label
n Royal Poncho to Algro Poncho
n

n

This rebranding affects only the product name and not the quality. Recipes and
production process will remain the same, as will grade numbers/codes. Mill
certificates and data sheets will be updated accordingly.
The rebranding will be effective from January 1st, 2018. A transition period will
be applied to ensure a smooth changeover. Your Sappi Sales Manager is
available for any further questions.

Thomas Kratochwill

Michael Bethge

VP Sales and Marketing
Packaging and Speciality Papers

Product Group Manager
Flexible Packaging and Label Papers
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New Galerie Brite Plus allows customers
to make substantial savings
After five years of development, new technology at Kirkniemi Mill has paved the
way for an innovative new high-volume gloss range launched at the end of
September
Bulk papers are in demand. And it's not a
surprise why – they save customers money.
But until now, publishers and brand owners
who wanted a high-volume publication paper
generally had to print on matt surfaces,
especially with a high-bulk and high-gloss
combination not available.
It's now feasible, however, thanks to an
innovation at Kirkniemi, which has resulted in
the Galerie range's latest addition – a highgloss paper with a bulk level of up to 1.1cm /g.
"The nearest competitor's bulk is worlds
apart at 1cm /g," said PQM Manager Janne
Lehtimaki.
Available in grammages of 54 to 70g/m ,
Galerie Brite Plus has highly tangible benefits.
If a publication is usually printed on a standard
light-weight coated paper in 70g/m , by
switching to Galerie Brite Plus the publication
can be printed on 60g/m , weighing less but
retaining the same volume and thickness.

65 g/m2
Standard
50 tons

65 g/m²
Galerie Brite Plus

Spraytec Coating Technology –
the development behind
Galerie Brite Plus

The exact workings are top secret but the
result is that less coating needs to be applied
and it doesn't enter the paper as deeply;
allowing for lighter calendering and, therefore,
a higher bulk.
Janne and his colleagues worked on the
project for five years. "The physics involved are
quite basic," he said. "We believed in the
concept and never gave up."

Save 12%
in paper

eight,
Lower wckness ...
same thi

Overall, the switch can save a customer up to
14 per cent in paper consumption, with there
being an even greater savings potential if
combined with lower postage costs when
sending by mail.

Paving the way for Galerie Brite Plus was a
new way of applying coating to the paper.
Instead of using a conventional applicator,
the coating is sprayed onto it. "Similar
approaches have been tried by manufacturers
in the past but no one made it work before,"
explained Janne.

57 g/m2
Galerie Brite Plus
44 tons

65 g/m²
Standard

57 g/m²
Galerie Brite Plus

65 g/m²
Standard

weight,
... or same blication
thicker pu

e cost,
Increase distribution for theingsam
or reduce overall mail cost

Calculate your savings
We have created a beneﬁt calculator which will provide detailed savings for your publication:
To see how much you could save with Galerie Brite Plus on your publication, visit www.sappi.com/galerie-beneﬁt-calculator
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Magno legacy reinvented - with Beauty and Speed
Daniel Serafini, General Manager of Suministros Gráficos,
welcomed the guests with the famous Chilean Pisco Sour and
everyone enjoyed tasting the selected cuts of meat prepared by
the master grill. The guests vividly shared experiences and
challenged expectations – biggest one of all being the potential of
increasing the press speed by using our Magno products from a
traditional 8,000 sheets per hour on average to 12,000 or even
15,000 prints per hour.

With the festive season around the corner, you might have been
looking through Falabella Christmas catalogue to find some
Christmas goodies. Or maybe you are just on a LATAM flight home
for Christmas reading one of the 265,000 copies of “VAMOS”,
Latam’s inflight magazine. Turning the cover pages of these
publication, printed by A Impresores, you would not only have felt
but seen the beauty of Magno.
The experience is locally supported through the successful
collaboration of Sappi and Suministros Gráficos, part of the Dimar
Group which is the largest merchant group in the Chilean market.
In 2018, the Dimar Group will distribute Sappi products through
their new state-of-the-art plant from its strategic location right
next to Santiago airport.
Magno Plus for HP Indigo was introduced to Chile in 2016 and
quickly became THE digital grade for all three HP Indigo 10,000
machines in Chile. Being aware of the Magno legacy, the number
of Offset printers who continue to use Magno Plus for text grades
on their offset machines and print the cover on their digital
machine is growing – the perfect match of shade.
Celebrating two years of partnership, culminating in Magno’s
significant increase of market share in Chile, recently a dinner for
over 40 sheet-fed and heat set web offset printers in Santiago de
Chile was held. Clients from the HP Indigo segment and the local
Graphics Association Asimpres were also amongst the guests.

From left to right: Alvaro González Santo, General Manager Gonsa S.A.,
Wolfgang Haberbauer, Export Sales Director Sappi Europe, Daniel Serafini,
General Manager Suministros Gráficos

Reflecting on the strength of the partnership, Wolfgang
Haberbauer, Export Sales Director Sappi Europe, says,
“Suministros Gráficos is a strategically thinking merchant business
with focus on quality and expansion.” “Committed to a long-term
relationship with one single supplier per product segment, the
team supports Sappi in creating an awareness amongst printers of
the great potential to optimize press efficiencies whilst still
benefitting from quality paper properties such as high bulk and a
smooth surface”, he adds.
Magno and Magno Plus represent a Sappi product offering
increased bulkiness, stiffness and opacity which equals more
value while ensuring outstanding print results. Available from 90 400 g/m² and a HP Indigo certified substrate, product benefits and
potential for efficiency and cost improvements include increased
press efficiency for higher running speeds, fast ink setting for
reduced converting times as well as optimised for extra bulk and
stiffness.
For further information on Magno and Magno Plus, please contact
your local Sappi office.
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Mexico: united we are stronger
On 19 September 2017 the 2017 Central Mexico earthquake struck at 13:14 pm with
an estimated magnitude of 7.1 and strong shaking for about 20 seconds.

The epicenter was about 55 km south of the city of Puebla and caused damages in three Mexican states. More than 40 buildings
collapsed, 370 people were killed by the earthquake and related building collapses and more than 6,000 were injured.
Just twelve days earlier, the even larger 2017 Chiapas earthquake struck 650 km away, off the coast of the state of Chiapas.
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Mexico: united we are stronger
On 19 September 2017 the 2017 Central Mexico earthquake struck at 13:14 pm with
an estimated magnitude of 7.1 and strong shaking for about 20 seconds.

TTo help the people affected by the series of earthquakes, Mexican Grupo
Gráfico Romo invited business partners and friends such as Sa
Sappi, Grupo
Lozano Hnos. and HP Indigo to collaborate on a fundraising project for the
victims of the earthquakes.
Printed on Romo’
Romo’s HP indigo 10000 digital press using Magno Plus Digital,
a visually stunning photobook, a contemporary witness of forces of both
nature and humans, was created. The book seeks to be a testimony of the
power of a united society during the times of distress and is a tribute to
the Mexican people who ha
have risen with compassion, devotion and
heroism to help their neighbors in need just moments after the tra
tragic
awakening.
“As the dust settled and along with the destruction and the terrible wounds
that will inevitably mark us, the cataclysm caused the Mexican people to
pick themselves up and get united and self-organized with a mission of
service. A touching feeling of strength, heroism and fraternity has traveled
the streets of Mexico since tha
that day.”
Louis Romo
The book is aavailable online for sale. 100% of the funds collected by the
sale of this book will be dona
donated to people affected by the series of
earthquakes suffered in Mexico during the month of September 2017. To
buy a copy visit http://heroesmx.org/default/home.
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Sustainability
Myths and facts about planted forests

The Myth
Planted forests
are bad for
the environment
Forests are essential for the transition to the green economy. Well managed
planted forests are a vital element in the global forestry mix. Natural forests
account for 93% of world's forest area with planted forest occupying 7%,
or 290 million hectares.
Initiatives such as the FAO Guidelines for Responsible Forest Management of Planted Forests
and forest certification can help maintain ecosystems and biodiversity, protect High
Conservation Values, involve multiple stakeholders and aid economic development.
Planted Forests:
§ In Europe, are not replacing natural forests
§ Can be more productive and can grow faster than natural forests
§ Can be independently certified
§ Can provide new recreational facilities
§ Can prevent soil degradation and erosion
§ Provide new habitat shade and shelter for wildlife
§ Contribute to rural development
Well-managed planted forests can be useful in providing
various forest goods and services and helping to reduce the
pressure on natural forests.

Planted forests can be environmentally sound sources of
renewable energy and industrial raw material.

Worldwide re-forestation will require expansion of a range of
plantation types.
§ The WWF Living Forests Model projects that around 250
million hectares of new tree plantations for all end uses
might need to be established by 2050 due to population
and GDP growth
§ 11 million of those might be needed in Europe
§ The paper Industry is one user of many, including lumber
and, increasingly, biofuels

(Source: WWF, Living Forest Report, 2012, Ch 4)

(Source: WWF, Living Forest Report, 2012, Ch 4)

(Source: FAO Global Forest Resources Assessment, 2015)

Sources:
www.twosides.info
http://wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/deforestation/forest_publications_news_and_reports/living_forests_report/
http://www.fao.org/forest-resources-assessment/en/
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The Fact
Well-managed
planted forests
reduce the
pressure on
natural forests
and can provide
many other
environmental
benefits

Sustainability
Sappi Forests

Do you know Sappi Forests owns or leases 388,000 hectares (ha) with approximately 28.6 million tons of standing
timber? Contracted supply covers almost 103,000ha.
Of the 234,000ha planted at the end of FY2016, 56% was hardwood and 44% softwood, and of contracted supply, 91% is hardwood. All
wood grown on Sappi-owned land and a large proportion grown on plantations managed by us, is Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®)certified. Approximately 140,000 hectares of our land is set aside and maintained by Sappi Forests to conserve the natural habitat and
biodiversity found there, including indigenous forests and wetlands.
Sappi Forests, a leader in research and development (R&D), continues to mitigate threats from pests and diseases through improved site
species matching, the deployment of improved genetic planting stock and the introduction of specific hybrids from our conventional
breeding programmes.
The construction of the state of the art Clan Nursery, with a capacity of 17 million cuttings (vegetatively propagated plants), and the
upgrade of the Ngodwana Nursery, provides Sappi Forests with the required facilities to rapidly deploy the improved genetic planting stock
to mitigate these threats.
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www.sappi.com
Sappi Trading Head Office
28/F, One Pacific Centre, 414 Kwun Tong Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel +852 2219 1000

